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A B S T R A C T

Devices for continuous in-vivo testing (CIVT) can detect target substances in real time, thus providing a valuable
window into a patient's condition, their response to therapeutics, metabolic activities, and neurotransmitter
transmission in the brain. Therefore, CIVT devices have received increased attention because they are expected to
greatly assist disease diagnosis and treatment and research on human pathogenesis. However, CIVT has been
achieved for only a few markers, and it remains challenging to detect many key markers. Therefore, it is important
to summarize the key technologies and methodologies of CIVT, and to examine the direction of future devel-
opment of CIVT. We review recent progress in the development of CIVT devices, with consideration of the
structure of these devices, principles governing continuous detection, and nanomaterials used for electrode
modification. This detailed and comprehensive review of CIVT devices serves three purposes: (1) to summarize
the advantages and disadvantages of existing devices, (2) to provide a reference for development of CIVT
equipment to detect additional important markers, and (3) to discuss future prospects with emphasis on problems
that must be overcome for further development of CIVT equipment. This review aims to promote progress in
research on CIVT devices and contribute to future innovation in personalized medical treatments.
1. Introduction

Personalized medicine customizes medical treatment to individual
patients. Therefore, as demand for effective medical treatment increases,
personalized medicine has received increasing attention [1–3], with
individualized detection biosensors being of vital importance to
personalized medical care [4]. In the past few decades, significant
progress has been made in development of biosensors, and sensitive and
specific detection of various small molecules, nucleic acids, and proteins
has been achieved [5–7]. These innovative studies have greatly stimu-
lated development of personalized medical treatment [8]. However, most
of these sensors are capable of only a single detection, which limits their
application to continuous monitoring of biomarkers in vivo [9].

The CIVT devices have great potential in the detection and treatment
of many serious diseases, as well as monitoring multiple biochemical
indicators [10,11]. For example, real-time detection of blood glucose
makes it possible to control changes in its concentration in diabetics,
which is important for guiding their activities, exercise, diet, drug use
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and other aspects of their lifestyle [12]. This disease requires frequent
monitoring of blood glucose, and CIVT can avoid the inconvenience of
repeated single measurements and the risk associated with fluctuations
between tests [13]. Another example is the concentration of estradiol in
the body, which is directly related to various diseases such as ovarian
tumors and liver cirrhosis [14]. At the same time, in order to understand
changes in ovarian function or track the effects of drug treatment, it is
necessary to dynamically monitor estradiol content in patients over a
period of time [15]. It is inefficient to test the level of estradiol at random
intervals [16], which can be both physically and mentally traumatic for
patients. CIVT of estradiol is an ideal solution to these problems [17].
Cytokines are essential indicators of body function and play a key role in
controlling cell growth and function [18], and CIVT of cytokines has been
shown to be of diagnostic value during medical examinations.

Compared with in vitro testing devices, there are more requirements
for CIVT devices. Generally speaking, the first thing to consider for in
vitro detection equipment is the sensitivity and specificity. Researchers
can improve the performance of the equipment by optimizing the
my of Sciences, Beijing, 100094, PR China.
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structure and the biometric layer. The biocompatibility and environ-
mental friendliness of the equipment also need to be taken into account.
But there is muchmore to the ongoing development of CIVT devices. First
of all, it will be more difficult to achieve CIVT [19]. To prepare a
biosensor for CIVT of specific biomarkers, the following problems must
be addressed: (1) The internal environment of human body is extremely
complex and there are many sources of artifact, which the biosensor must
avoid; (2) The equipment must not require external reagents and addi-
tional separations, washing, labeling or other steps during detection,
meaning it must be an integrated system that can carry out all necessary
functions; and (3) The signal produced by individual sensors must be
reversible so that they continuously report on biomarkers over time and
at different physiological concentrations. Also, since the device needs to
be implanted in the human body, the safety of the device also needs to be
considered. It cannot cause infection and serious trauma to the human
body. However, despite so many requirements and limitations in the
development of continuous in-vivo detection equipment, its research is
still extremely important. In vitro detection can provide a convenient
detectionmethod for various disease markers. On this basis, CIVT devices
can provide real-time and continuous detection methods for various
markers and human physiological indicators. Obviously, CIVT devices
can play a significant role in the evaluation of drug efficacy and disease
monitoring. But its role is far more than that. In fact, CIVT devices can
even be used as normal health management monitoring tools similar to
mobile phones to realize the personalized protection of human health
through the real-time monitoring of various relevant markers. CIVT de-
vices are expected to completely change the way of people's health
monitoring to a great extent.

Early on in the development of CIVT technology, only a few sub-
stances, such as oxygen, lactose and glucose, could be continuously
detected in vivo [20]. This is because these analytes could undergo
analyte-specific reactions to generate signals (e.g., glucose oxidase can
catalyze the reaction of glucose). As the development of biosensors
progressed, many new nanomaterials and probes were identified, syn-
thesized and applied to their preparation [21]. Some CIVT equipment has
been developed for cytokines, hormones and other markers, and there
has been innovative development of real-time monitoring equipment for
human healthcare [22]. It is expected that development of CIVT equip-
ment for detection of other markers will have a significant impact on
treatment of the corresponding disease [23].

In this review, we comprehensively discuss recent progress and per-
spectives of CIVT sensors, and point out the advantages and disadvan-
tages of existing systems. It is worth noting that since the main target of
this review is implantable sensors, the conduction methods are all based
on electrochemical methods. These CIVT devices are classified according
to the type of probe they use. Significant attention is given to the struc-
tural design of the CIVT device, the method of achieving continuous
detection, and the nanomaterials used for modification of electrodes.
Finally, we summarize the state of the field and provide insight into
future prospects and directions. The overall framework of this paper is
shown in Scheme 1, which refers to previous work [24].

2. Continuous in-vivo testing device

2.1. Difficulties in continuous testing

For a few analytes that can participate in analyte-specific reactions to
generate signals, continuous detection is not difficult [25]. The only
requirement is to obtain the concentration of the object to be detected by
monitoring changes in electrical parameters generated at a specific
voltage [26]. But for other analytes that do not undergo analyte-specific
reactions, the difficulty of achieving continuous detection is much
greater [27]. In those cases, there are several challenges to be overcome
in achieving continuous detection [28]. First, the device needs to auto-
matically detect analytes without manual interventions such as sample
2

processing and addition of reagents. Second, since there might be false
positives, especially in a complex bodily fluid [29], equipment needs to
be highly sensitive and specific. Moreover, body fluids, such as whole
blood, tissue fluid or urine may contaminate and corrode the sensor [30].
Therefore, the equipment needs to be able to resist contamination from
body fluids to remain functional for long periods of time. Therefore, these
three requirements need to be taken into consideration when developing
CIVT equipment for the detection of most target substances [31,32].

2.2. Applications of nanomaterials

Nanomaterials are now an indispensable part of the development of
various testing equipment and play important roles in the realization of
CIVT because of their excellent physical and chemical properties
[33–35].

In general, nanomaterials mainly play the following three roles in
equipment [36]. First of all, nanomaterials can greatly improve the
electrical properties of electrodes [37–39]. Whether it is silicon-based
electrodes fabricated by micro-electro-mechanical system, gold elec-
trodes or glassy carbon electrodes, their electrical conductivity and
chemical stability generally cannot meet the needs of extremely sensitive
biomarker detection [40]. In this case, it is a very effective way to modify
the electrode through nanomaterials to improve its properties [41,42].
Secondly, nanomaterials also play a role in generating and amplifying
signals in the device [43]. In fact, except for a few analytes that can
produce signals from analyte-specific reactions, the detection of most
markers requires the presence of substances capable of redox reactions in
nanomaterials to generate signals. And when it comes to the CIVT, the
need for materials that can generate signals on their own is even more
urgent. Because there is no addition of foreign substances after implan-
tation. Finally, various functional groups can be easily modified on
nanomaterials, such as amino groups, sulfhydryl groups, and so on. This
makes it easier to modify the electrode and more flexible to fix the
detection probe [44].

2.3. The development of CIVT devices

The development of CIVT equipment mainly lies in the following
aspects: The first is the structural design of the equipment [45,46]. CIVT
requires equipment to be able to spontaneously perform testing after
being implanted in the human body. So the equipment must integrate all
the functional components required for testing [47,48]. The second is the
modification of the electrode. This involves the screening and synthesis
of nanomaterials [49]. Researchers need to consider the ability of
nanomaterials to modify electrodes, the ability to generate and amplify
signals, and the ability to fix identification probes, and carefully syn-
thesize nanomaterials to achieve the best performance [50]. The device
thus prepared can provide high-sensitivity and high-stability CIVT [51].
Of course, CIVT equipment also has some disadvantages. For example,
many devices need to be standardized and calibrated before testing to
overcome the interference of different bodily fluid environments. In
addition, since the device will be implanted into the human body, the
safety of the equipment should be taken into account at the beginning of
design. The most intuitive injury comes from the wound injury when the
device is implanted into the human body. Therefore, the part of the
sensor implanted into the human body should be as small and regular as
possible. Fortunately, at present, many CIVT devices implanted in human
body will only cause extremely slight injury. In addition, it should be
noted that the implanted part of the human body can not cause severe
inflammatory reaction. This requires that the equipment must have
excellent biocompatibility. Neither the base material of the equipment
nor the modified biometric layer should have an impact on the human
body. Moreover, because CIVT devices will exist in the human body for a
period of time, the device should be stable. When the equipment is taken
out of the human body after testing, no residue shall be left in the human



SCHEME 1. The overall framework of this review.
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body. If it is inevitable to leave a certain amount of residues, only sub-
stances that are easy to be discharged by the human body can have a
small amount of residues. Therefore, the development of CIVT equipment
should not only consider how to achieve detection, but also consider the
safety of the equipment. Both are equally important.

Some application methods and future application prospects of
continuous in-body detection equipment are shown in Scheme 2. With
the increase of personal medical demand, the demand for CIVT equip-
ment is also increasing [52]. It is considered to be a powerful device for
realizing the diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of disease and
providing the basis for basic pathological research [53]. Therefore, the
continuous development of in-vivo detection equipment has become a
hot and difficult point in the field of biosensors.

3. Two types of continuous in-vivo testing devices

3.1. Devices based on analyte-specific reaction

CIVT devices based on analyte-specific reactions can achieve high
specificity and sensitivity because signals are generated from the target
analytes. These signals arise in various ways, including, for example,
enzyme catalysis and reactions in the presence of an external voltage.
3

Development of CIVT for detection of analytes that can participate in
analyte-specific reactions has yielded significant results. In the case of
CIVT of glucose in blood, a blood glucose meter has been on the market
for many years and is considered to be personal healthcare equipment.
Enzymes are well-known detection probes and have already been used in
commercialized products for detecting many markers owing to their
specific catalytic effect on the target substance. Hence, enzymes have
naturally become the focus of research on fabrication of CIVT devices.
Due to the ability of enzymes to specifically catalyze the reaction of a
target substance, they do not require additional materials to produce
chemical reactions. They can also avoid problems of false positives that
may result from use of other recognition probes. Therefore, enzymes
have attracted a lot of attention as probes and their use is at the forefront
of CIVT development.

3.1.1. Devices based on enzyme
Enzyme is a well-known detection probe and has already been applied

in the production of commercialized products for detecting many
markers. This is owing to its original specific catalytic effect on the target
substance. And when it comes to the fabrication of CIVT devices, en-
zymes have naturally become the focus of research. Due to the ability of
the enzyme to specifically catalyze the reaction of the target substance, it



SCHEME 2. A schematic of application and Prospect of Equipment. (1) Neuroprobe that can be easily bent [81]. (2) The carbon fiber microelectrode for the detection
of PSA in vivo [61]. (3) A neural recording probe that can also detect cocaine in vivo [85]. (4) The microneedle sensor platform for dual-marker HB/GL detection. The
lower part of the figure is the further applications of the device in the future [59].
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does not need to add additional materials that can produce chemical
reactions. And at the same time, it can also avoid the false positive
problems that may exist in other recognition probes. Therefore, enzyme
has attracted a lot of attention in the production of CIVT equipment, and
has become a recognition probe at the forefront of development and
application.

Among these enzyme-based devices, the most common application is
detection of glucose [54]. About five percent of people in the world are
diabetic, and as a consequence, no analyte is tested more frequently than
glucose. Although glucose can also undergo redox reactions without
enzymes, this type of detection has specific requirements for the envi-
ronment and electrodes in which the reaction occurs, so it cannot meet
the needs of general continuous physical examination [55]. The use of
glucose oxidase catalytic enzyme can get rid of these needs and has
become the first choice for the development of CIVT equipment [56].
Although there have been thousands of articles describing continuous
detection of various substances similar to glucose [57], it is impossible to
comprehensively review all of them. In view of the extensive develop-
ment of many CIVT sensors, in this review we will comment and sum-
marize representative examples in order to provide readers with a
specific and clear understanding of their development [58].

Hazhir Teymourian and coworkers [59] proposed a continuous ke-
tone bodies monitoring microneedle sensor array for the real-time
detection of β-hydroxybutyrate (HB) alongside glucose (GL) in
4

interstitial fluid. The device is shown in Fig. 1(A). Detection of
β-hydroxybutyrate (HB, a proxy for ketone bodies) and glucose used a
three-electrode system. In addition to a working electrode, a microneedle
with integrated Ag/AgCl wire (500 μm) acted as a reference electrode,
and a graphite powder/mineral oil-filled microneedle acted as a counter
electrode. When the microneedle was implanted in the human body and
contacted tissue fluid, a polyvinyl chloride layer and a chitosan layer on
two working electrodes were respectively used as selectively permeable
and semi-permeable outer membranes to minimize biological contami-
nation of the electrode surface and prevent impurities from affecting the
signal. HB analysis was carried out using an electrochemically mediated
enzymatic method that relied on HB dehydrogenase (HBD) to catalyze
oxidation of HB to acetoacetic acid and at the same time reduce nico-
tinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADþ, oxidized form) to nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NADH, reduced form). The NADH produced was
oxidized back to NAD þ by 1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-dione. The use of
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide-based
carbon paste (CP) electrodes minimized surface contamination from
NADH oxidation products and prevented the signal current from being
affected. The HBD/NAD þ mixture was immobilized by adsorption into
the pores of the CP electrode, and cross-linked by glutaraldehyde,
allowing the components to contact each other relatively freely. The
principle of the working electrode for glucose detection is similar. Ex-
periments have shown that the detection limit of the device for HB can be



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the CIVT devices. (A) The microneedle sensor platform that can simultaneously detect HB and GL in interstitial fluid. Reprinted with
permission from { [59]}. Copyright {2020} American Chemical Society. (B) The detailed preparation process of the CIVT sensor [60]. (C) The sensor that is produced
by twisting the component layer of carbon nanotube and helical fiber bundle [61].
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as low as 50 μM, and for glucose as low as 0.5 mM, indicating extremely
high sensitivity. Their device can be used continuously for about 380
min.

Another method to detect glucose content through interstitial fluid
was proposed by Muamer and his colleagues [60]. The device consists of
three electrodes of the same shape. The substrate of the electrode is
formed by 3D printing, a silicon electrode is made on the substrate, and
then a gold film is formed by sputtering deposition. Then, the reference
electrode needs to be coatedwith a layer of Ag/AgCl ink, and the working
electrode forms Au–Si-microneedle array/ferrocenecored poly(amido-
amine) dendrimers/glucose oxidase electrode after a series of functional
treatments (the specific treatment steps are clearly presented in the
original contribution). As shown in Fig. 1(B), the electrode can penetrate
the skin and contact the interstitial fluid to directly form a three electrode
system for detection. The enzyme on the working electrode can catalyze
the glucose in the interstitial fluid to produce a current, and higher
glucose concentration will obviously lead to greater measured current.
The experimental results prove that the device has good selectivity,
linearity between 1 and 9 mM, and the detection limit of 0.66 mM can be
reached. And the device has been successfully applied to the detection of
glucose in mice, demonstrating its potential as a continuous in-vivo
detection device. However, it is worth noting that this work did not
test the continuous detection time of the device in the body. Considering
that there is no protective measure against potential contamination on
the working electrode, the continuous detection time may not be
particularly long.

In order to meet the challenges of complex physical dynamics and
biochemical environments in vivo, a fiber-based implantable electro-
chemical sensor that imitates the layered and spiral assembly of natural
soft tissue was proposed by Wang and colleagues [61]. Briefly, the sensor
was produced by twisting the component layer of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and a helical fiber bundle. After further modification, it could be
applied to detection of various markers. Twisting multiple fiber bundles
together could achieve simultaneous detection of multiple markers. The
5

fiber sensor could be intravenously injected into the body via a syringe,
and the other end of the fiber left outside for easy access. This fiber sensor
has amazing potential and can be used for detection of a variety of
markers. Taking the enzyme-based glucose sensor as an example, as
shown in Fig. 1(C), a signal conversion layer composed of polyaniline and
Pt nanoparticles was first electrochemically deposited onto the CNT fiber
electrode. Pt nanoparticles can catalyze dissociation of intermediate
H2O2 and produce a signal current. Then, a response layer formed by
glucose oxidase on the linear polysaccharide chitosan and a microporous
layer formed by Nafion and glutaraldehyde were modified. The experi-
mental results showed that the working range of the sensor was 2.5–7.0
mM and the detection limit was 50 μM. Moreover, the sensor had a
continuous detection time of up to 28 days, which is due to the robust
microporous layer formed by Nafion and glutaraldehyde and the small
size of the sensor. It is worth mentioning that it was shown that the
optical fiber sensor can stably exist in the blood during blood flushing
and animal movements, and does not elicit an abnormal or chronic im-
mune response after implantation. This work was extremely complete
and excellent, and showed that the device has a very long continuous
detection time with minimal trauma while achieving detection of mul-
tiple substances.

3.1.2. Devices with no recognition probe
There are some special target substances. For their detection, there is

no need to identify the probe. They produce chemical reactions and
signals themselves in the presence of specific voltages. For detection of
this class of target material, nanomaterials are used to target a specific
substance and amplify the signal. This kind of continuous physical ex-
amination sensor is usually used to detect substances in the brain to
monitor nerve signaling.

As an example, Castagnola and coworkers [62] proposed simulta-
neous detection of multiple neurotransmitters (Fig. 2(A)). Glassy carbon
microelectrode arrays were prepared on flexible substrates based on a
carbon microelectromechanical system (C-MEMS) microfabrication



Fig. 2. The fabrication process of the microelectrode arrays based on Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS). (A) The glassy carbon microelectrode arrays for the
detection of multiple neurotransmitters simultaneously [62]. (B) Silicon substrate based microelectrode arrays for the detection of dopamine in the brain. Reprinted
with permission from { [63]}. Copyright {2019} American Chemical Society.
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process. There are four exposed detection pads in the electrode. This
sensor detects current generated by dopamine and serotonin at the
appropriate voltage and calculates their concentration. During fabrica-
tion, the electrode surface becomes rich in functional groups such as
carboxyl, carbonyl and hydroxyl, which further enhance adsorption of
dopamine and serotonin and greatly improve detection sensitivity. This
device enables simultaneous detection of serotonin and dopamine in the
range of 10–200 nM with a detection limit of 10 nM. The device can
continuously test neurotransmitters for 8 h in vivo without significant
loss of function.

There is another device that was fabricated on a silicon substrate
based on a MEMS microfabrication process [63]. The aim of that device
was to use real-time detection of the concentration of dopamine in the
brain to study the response to treatment for Alzheimer's disease. As
shown in Fig. 2(B), through three-step lithography, nine recording
microelectrode arrays, connecting wires and pads were fabricated on a
silicon substrate. By forming a Ti/Pt metal layer on the silicon substrate,
nine recording microelectrode arrays were fabricated to ensure that
multiple channels could be detected at the same time, which increases
sensitivity to the weak signal in the complex environment of a body fluid.
The device's pad has a position to connect with an external device and
transmit the signal. The CIVT equipment could detect at concentrations
between 50 nM and 16.3 μM, with a detection limit of 50 nM. The de-
vice's performance can fully meet the specific requirements of dopamine
Table 1
A list of the representative CIVT sensors without aptamer.

Probe Device/Nanomaterial Linear Range

Enzyme Microneedle/Carbon paste –

Enzyme Microneedle/Ferrocenecored poly(amidoamine) dendrimers 1–9 mM
Enzyme Fiber bundle/Carbon nanotube 2.5–7.0 mM
No probe Glassy carbon microelectrode arrays 10 nM–200 n
No probe Silicon based microelectrode arrays/Ti/Pt 50 nM-16.3 μ

6

detection in vivo. This is a typical example of using continuous in-vivo
detection equipment to research and treat a specific disease. It also
shows the importance of research on continuous in-vivo detection
equipment. We compare the performance of these representative CIVT
devices without aptamer probes in Table 1. It is worth noting that after
the detection, the sensor can be reused by cleaning and modifying the
nano materials. Until there is a significant decline in performance, we
will recycle the sensor, the metal on the sensor will be treated and reused,
and other materials will also undergo professional harmless treatment to
prevent damage to the environment.
3.2. Devices based on the specific recognition of aptamers

Although there has been extensive development of CIVT devices
based on spontaneous reactions of analytes, research on other continuous
in-vivo detection devices based on aptamers is ongoing. This is because
devices based on the spontaneous reaction of analytes can only detect a
small number of substances that can themselves react at a specific
voltage. Moreover, there are only a few target substances that rely on
enzymes to catalyze reactions since many key markers do not have cor-
responding enzymes. Obviously, this limits medical applications.

Aptamers have recently been proposed as recognition probes that can
be synthesized by systematic evolution of ligands using exponential
enrichment [64]. Compared with traditional recognition probes,
LOD Detection time Targeted analytes Reference

50 μM 380 min Glucose and β-hydroxybutyrate [59]
0.66 mM – Glucose [60]
50 μ M 28 days Glucose [61]

M 10 nM 8 h Serotonin and dopamine [62]
M 50 nM – Dopamine [63]
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aptamers are highly suited to continuous in-vivo detection. First, pro-
duction of aptamers is simpler and relatively inexpensive. Second,
aptamers are more amenable to the chemical modifications needed to
provide them with desirable properties. The last and most important
point is that they are highly stable over a wide range of temperatures and
relatively resistant to acids and bases. These characteristics provide
aptamers with great potential for development of CIVT technology.

Because of the strong application potential of aptamers, in this review
they will be divided into traditional electrochemical aptamer-based
biosensors (EAB), further improved EAB, competitive EAB and EAB
with specific reaction of analytes.

3.2.1. Electrochemical aptamer-based devices
Most EABs proposed in recent years are based on easy modification of

various groups at the ends of the aptamer. One end the aptamer is
covalently bound (e.g., by thiolation) to the surface of the electrode, and
the other modified with a redox reporter molecule (methylene blue,
ferrocene, etc). Upon binding to the corresponding target, the distance
between the redox reporter and electrode changes, which alters electron
transfer kinetics between the redox reporter and electrode, resulting in a
Fig. 3. Principles of representative aptamer-based CIVT sensors. (A) A gold wire base
CIVT sensors with a polysulfone membrane protect the electrode from contamination
reporter for target drug delivery [67].

7

measurable change in current that can be used to calculate changes in
concentration of the target substance. This approach requires not only
detection of conformational changes in the aptamer but also prevention
of contamination of the equipment by body fluids.

Using the properties of aptamers, which are easily modified by
various functional groups, highly sensitive CIVT biosensors can easily be
fabricated. A representative study was carried out by Idili and co-authors
in which a CIVT device was used in real time (seconds) to monitor small
molecules characteristic of metabolism [65]. In their study, the corre-
sponding aptamer was modified with a six-carbon thiol for attachment to
a gold electrode on its 50 end and a methylene blue (MB) molecule on its
3’ end for a redox reaction to produce electrons used for the signal. When
the aptamer bound to its target, it folded into a stem ring structure so that
the MB molecule was closer to the electrode. This device is shown in
Fig. 3(A). Three electrodes of diameter 75 μm, namely a working (gold)
electrode, a reference (Ag/AgCl) electrode and counter (platinum) elec-
trode, were bound together to form a three electrode system. The
working electrode was cleaned and its surface roughened prior to binding
of the aptamer. The sensor was inserted into the jugular vein of a rat via a
22-gauge urinary catheter to detect metabolites in the blood. The CIVT
d CIVT device for the monitoring of small molecules [65]. (B) The aptamer-based
by blood cells [66]. (C) The aptamer-based CIVT sensors with FC as the redox
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equipment could detect phenylalanine in the range of 30 μM to 1 mM
with a temporal resolution of 12 s. Measurements could be made
continuously for more than 70 min.

This type of CIVT sensor can be easily applied to a variety of target
substances. Netzahualc�oyotl and coworkers [66] developed a CIVT de-
vice to detect four drugs in the blood for several hours with the aim of
providing guidance for individualized medical treatment and opening up
new avenues of personalized medicine. The aptamer in this biosensor
was also modified at both ends, one to fix the aptamer to the electrode,
and the other modified with MB molecules. The electron transfer rate of
the folded aptamer bound to the target substance was higher than when
unbound, thus generating a stronger signal. It is worth noting that this
sensor used a microporous (0.2 μm) polysulfone membrane to protect the
electrode from contamination by blood cells. Experimental results show
that this protective film played a key protective role in continuous in-vivo
testing. The proposed sensor is shown in Fig. 3(B). This sensor could be
inserted into a rat jugular vein through an 18-gauge catheter, and
perform continuous detection for up to 4 h. This sensor detected kana-
mycin concentration in the range of 34–400 μM.

The method used for continuous in-vivo detection can also be used for
targeted drug delivery. Cao and colleagues [67] developed a novel and
interesting continuous in-vivo device based on a sophisticated aptamer
design to detect interferon-γ (IFN-γ) and deliver drugs based on its con-
centration in the body. The design is shown schematically in Fig. 3(C).
Inflammation leads to production of IFN-γ in rats, and the fixed aptamer
in this design contained aspirin that was released when the aptamer
bound to IFN-γ. In this way, higher IFN-γ concentration associated with
greater inflammation leads to increased release of aspirin. Therefore,
local delivery of appropriate drugs to target tissues on demand was
achieved while adverse responses to systemic administration were
avoided. The working electrode of this device was based on a glass car-
bon (GC) rod. After cleaning and modification, the GC electrode was
electrochemically reduced and modified with 4-carboxyphenyl. After
cleaning and drying, the carboxyl groups on the electrode surface were
activated and streptavidin was added. An aptamer probe modified with
biotin at one end was fixed to the electrode surface via the streptavidin.
The other end of the aptamer was modified with ferrocene (FC) and
aspirin was bound inside the aptamer ring. When the aptamer bound to
IFN-γ, aspirin was released and the FC moved farther away on average
from the electrode surface, thus reducing current between it and the
electrode, which allowed calculation of the concentration of IFN-γ. This
device had a detection limit as low as 10 pg/mL over a range of 10 pg/mL
to 500 pg/mL. Acceptable detection sensitivity was maintained for 24 h
use in vivo. Most importantly, this work demonstrated a clever method of
targeted drug delivery through the ability of aptamers to bind to target
substances.

3.2.2. Optimization works in EAB
A large number of CIVT devices have been proposed for detection of

various biomarkers, demonstrating the broad potential of this method.
However, there are still many factors that limit the performance of CIVT
aptamer sensors (Sec. 3.1). For example, nucleases in blood can lead to
the degradation of aptamers, aptamer sensors may have serious baseline
drift in blood, and are inherently limited by single point binding. In view
of these problems and limitations of aptamer sensors, many studies have
proposed alternative approaches.

In principle, aptamer degradation caused by nucleases is the most
serious concern because it results in the loss of the detection probe.
Therefore, researchers have sought ways to modify the aptamer to pro-
tect it from nucleases. Rowe and colleagues [68] showed that RNA-based
aptamers are unsuitable for use in the manufacture of CIVT equipment as
their performance deteriorates rapidly. DNA-based aptamers perform
much better and are stable in body fluids for up to a week. Therefore,
DNA-based aptamers are the preferred choice for continuous in-vivo
detection equipment. However, the period over which most DNA
8

aptamer-based devices remained sensitive did not meet expectations.
Shaver and coworkers [69] found that the continuous detection time of
an aptamer-based sensor in body fluid was no more than 12 h, whichmay
have been the result of degradation by nucleases and desorption of the
self-assembled monolayer. Introduction of aptamer anti-nuclease enan-
tiomers and development of more stable self-assembled monolayers may
improve the method.

Aptamers can be used as extremely stable and specific recognition
probes, which simplifies development of CIVT devices. However, as
previously discussed, these devices need to rely on active algorithms to
correct for a drifting baseline, otherwise the result will be very biased and
the accuracy of the equipment will be reduced. In response to this
problem, Hui and colleagues [70] developed a cell-membrane-mimicking
phosphatidylcholine (PC)-terminated monolayer to reduce baseline drift.
Starting with traditional aptamer-based CIVT equipment [71], the au-
thors introduced a phosphatidylcholine (PC)-terminated self-assembled
monolayer onto the sensor, which significantly increased monitoring
time and reduced baseline drift. Therefore, their approach eliminated
dependence on an algorithm to correct for baseline drift, which obviously
increased the accuracy and reliability of the results. The sensor diagram
with the added self-assembled layer is shown in Fig. 4(A). Obviously, on
the basis of the traditional EAB, this work added a PC-terminated self--
assembled monolayer between the surface of the electrode and the
aptamer. The biomimetic monolayer containing the phosphatidylcholine
head group (orange spheres in Fig. 4(A)) largely eliminated the signal
drift that occurs when these sensors were used in whole blood. The
experimental results showed that the sensor could make measurements
for up to 12 h.

Variations on the detection method have also been reported. Like
common EAB sensors, square wave voltammetry is used to detect current.
Although this method is convenient and fast, changes in the detected
peak current are derived from changes in the electron transfer rate, and
the transfer kinetics are indirectly reported through changes in peak
current. As a result, significant drift occurs when the sensor is used in
vivo. One way to avoid drift is to use chrono:amperometry to directly
measure changes in electron transfer kinetics caused by aptamer binding
to the target. In this way, the lifetime of the chronoamperometric decay
depends only on the relative amounts of bound and unbound aptamers,
yielding an EAB with excellent in-vivo drift resistance [72]. Its fabrica-
tion and use are very similar to those of the previously described sensors,
and will not be described in detail here. However, its in-vivo anti-drift
ability was greatly enhanced, while still possessing a detection range for
tobramycin of 1 μM to 1 mM and a detection limit of 1 μM.

The essence of traditional electrochemical aptamer equipment used
for detection is that the binding of the aptamer to the target substance
causes a conformational change in the aptamer, so that the redox reporter
at the end of the aptamer moves closer to or farther away from the
electrode surface. Therefore, starting from this essential principle,
methods have been developed to increase the degree of conformational
change in the aptamer to cause greater signal changes and therefore
provide for detection of extremely low concentrations of target sub-
stances [73]. This work incorporated rational design and modification of
aptamer sequences, as shown schematically in Fig. 4(B). The modified
aptamer exhibited significantly stronger affinity, and its introduction into
the sensor yielded encouraging results. The authors succeeded in
increasing sensitivity without affecting specificity and selectivity of the
sensor. Transforming the aptamer is an idea very worth pursuing further.

Another problem is that, generally speaking, the affinity between the
aptamer and the target substance is fixed, which means that for a given
EAB the detection range is usually fixed (of course, there may be some
differences over a very small range). However, the traditional EAB
described above may not provide for the detection range of the sensor
required for personalized medical treatment. Especially for monitoring
and treatment using specific drugs, the detection range of the EAB sensor
should be adjustable. In order to address this requirement, remote site



Fig. 4. Improvement work in EAB. (A) The CIVT device with a cell-membrane-mimicking phosphatidylcholine (PC)-terminated monolayers to reduce baseline drift
[70]. (B) The CIVT device with generating stronger conformational changes through engineered aptamers to obtain stronger signal response. Reprinted with
permission from { [73]}. Copyright {2014} American Chemical Society.
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mutations and allosteric inhibition were used to adjust the dynamic
range of an EAB sensor to change target affinity by about three orders of
magnitude, which was obviously significant [74]. An adjustable detec-
tion range is very helpful for clinical applications as it increases accuracy
and reduces error rates. If this technology can be extended to other target
substances, and the detection range of the target substance can be
adjusted to meet the requirements of a given treatment, it will greatly
improve drug delivery, targeted cancer treatment, and other therapies.

Although traditional EAB sensors generally use gold electrodes as a
substrate for the fixed end of the aptamer, other materials have been
explored. Asai and colleagues [75] used boron-doped diamond (BDD)
instead of a gold electrode as a substrate, and adriamycin could be
detected at concentrations as low as 49 nM and as high as 2.3 μM.
Compared with traditional EABs based on gold electrodes, BDD does not
need any special consideration in this review, and because the aptamer
can be adsorbed onto the surface of BDD, the sensor can be prepared by
9

immersing the BDD electrode in aptamer solution for 30 min. Obviously,
the preparation process is much simpler.

3.2.3. Competitive mechanism-based CIVT sensors
The use of aptamers is not limited to relying on conformational

changes to produce signals. In fact, nucleotide-based aptamers can not
only bind to the target substance, but also to a complementary nucleotide
sequence. And even if the aptamer is already bound to the complemen-
tary DNA sequence, and the aptamer-target conjugate is more stable than
the aptamer-DNA duplex, the aptamer will detach from the comple-
mentary DNA and bind to the target. This creates a competitive
mechanism.

Based on this principle, Zhang and colleagues [76]proposed a
competitive CIVT sensor based on aptamers. A schematic diagram of this
device is shown in Fig. 5(A). The working electrode was electrochemi-
cally coated with nanogold so that it exhibited excellent conductivity.



Fig. 5. The CIVT sensor based on the competitive mechanism. (A) The CIVT device for the detection of adenosine [76]. (B) The CIVT device with an aptamer su-
perstructure for the detection of ATP [77].
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The surface of the electrode was first fixed with ssDNA1 via a gold
sulfhydryl bond, and ssDNA2 then bound to the ssDNA1. After adding the
target substance, the ssDNA2 bound to the target substance and detached
from the ssDNA1 bound to the electrode surface, and the electrical signal
generated by redox of MB decreased accordingly. This sensor enabled
detection of adenosine concentration in the body over a range of 0.1
nM–1mMwith a detection limit of 0.1 nM for at least 3 h. Furthermore, if
this competitive method causes more redox reporters to dissociate due to
binding of the aptamer to the target substance, it can produce greater
signal changes and thereby further enhance sensitivity. Jiang and co-
workers [77] proposed an aptasensor with an aptamer superstructure
designed to detect ATP. The superstructure is illustrated in Fig. 5(B).
Firstly, an oligonucleotide was fixed onto a gold electrode, and then an
aptamer probe with bound MB and another oligonucleotide with a
complementary sequence bound to the aptamer. In this way, the aptamer
superstructure with a large number of aptamers and MB was formed on
the surface of the electrode through partial length DNA complementarity.
When the target substance was added, there was significant aptamer and
corresponding MB detachment. This sensor also enabled detection of
adenosine triphosphate concentration in the range of 0.1 nM–1 mM with
a limit detection of 0.1 nM.

There have also been many other designs proposed for competitive
aptamer-based sensors. For example, an aptamer can bind to a target
substance to restore the electrocatalytic performance of platinum nano-
particles wrapped by the aptamer, and therefore restore the signal [78].
Substances that can form a strong hybrid structure with the aptamer can
also be used to prevent the aptamer from binding to the target substance,
and the aptamer can be released by removing the strong hybrid structure.
Although some advanced proposals have not been used in the develop-
ment of CIVT equipment, we believe that they have great potential and
are worth investigating.

3.2.4. Combination of aptamer and analyte-specific reaction
As mentioned above, some substances have redox activity and can be

used for direct in-vivo electrochemical analysis (e.g., detection of dopa-
mine). However, the in-vivo environment is extremely complex, and
there are many other electrochemically active endogenous compounds,
so such probe-free sensors sometimes suffer from low selectivity and false
positives. Therefore, researchers have also begun to use aptamers for the
detection of these types of substances owing to the surprisingly high
selectivity and stability of aptamers. Therefore, these two types of
binding can use the high affinity of aptamers to achieve stronger
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sensitivity. At the same time, because the antigen itself can undergo
redox reaction, there is no need to add redox mediators or labeling in the
preparation of sensors. For example, the binding of aptamers to dopa-
mine can be detected by surface plasmon resonance. Lower detection
limits can also be achieved by using electromechanical chemical tran-
sistors and aptamers [79]. Of course, there are also tests for dopamine
based on the traditional EAB principle [80]. All these demonstrate that
the aptamer-based sensor is a promising device for detection of this class
of substances.

An aptamer-based CIVT has been proposed for detection of serotonin
(Fig. 6(A)) [81]. The detection probes were fabricated using traditional
MEMS technology, and the aptamers were successfully immobilized after
thiolation. Experiments showed that the sensor could detect serotonin
over a concentration range of 10 fM to 100 μM. It is worth noting that the
detection principle is based on a conformational change in the negatively
charged aptamer backbone when the aptamer binds to the target, and the
resulting surface charge redistribution is detected by voltage-gated
semiconductors. This sensing mechanism is independent of the charge
or electrochemical properties of the analyte itself, and thus has the po-
tential to be a general method for detection of small molecules.

Almost all of the aptamer-based sensors described above use gold-
thiol bonds to immobilize the aptamers. This method is simple and
effective, but when the equipment is not suitable for binding gold
nanoparticles, immobilization of the aptamers can be challenging. For
example, carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFEs) are a new type of substrate
for continuous in-body testing equipment. Compared with traditional
silicon substrates, CFEs can significantly reduce damage to the brain
during implantation due to their excellent biocompatibility, extremely
small volume and softness. And they have greater stability in vivo and
therefore a longer detection time. However, the surface of CFEs is
chemically inert, and immobilization of aptamers on CFEs has always
been a major challenge. To address this challenge, Hou and colleagues
[82] introduced a novel continuous in-vivo detection sensor, which
successfully immobilized and detected aptamers on CFEs. A schematic
diagram of its assembly is shown in Fig. 6(B). The CFE is first function-
alized with an alkyl chain, and then the aptamer is covalently linked to
inert tri(ethylene glycol) and cholesterol to form an amphiphilic assem-
bly with one end being hydrophilic and the other hydrophobic. Through
a non-covalent lipid-alkyl chain reaction, the assembly can be firmly
immobilized on the CFE.

We compare the performance of these representative CIVT devices
with aptamer as probes in Table 2.



Table 2
A list of the representative aptamer-based CIVT sensors.

Device/Nanomaterial Linear Range LOD Detection time Targeted analytes Reference

Gold wire 30 μM to 1 mM 30 μM 70 min Phenylalanine [65]
Gold wire 34 μM–400 μM 34 μM 280 min Kanamycin [66]
Glass carbon rod 10 pg/mL to 500 pg/mL 10 pg/mL 24 h Interferon- γ [67]
Gold electrode/phosphatidylcholine – – 12 h Kanamycin and doxorubicin [70]
Gold wire 1 μM to 1 mM 1 μM – Tobramycin [72]
boron doped diamond 49 nM to 2.3 uM 49 nM – Adriamycin [75]
Pt electrode/rGO-AUNPs 0.1 nM to 1 mM 0.1 nM 180 min Adenosine [76]
gold electrode/ 0.1 nM to 1 mM 0.1 nM – Adenosine triphosphate [77]
MEMs-based electrode/In2O3 10 fM to 100 μM 10 fM Serotonin [81]

Fig. 6. The aptamer-based CIVT sensors for the detection of analyte witch have analyte-specific reaction. (A) The MEMS-based CIVT device for the detection of
serotonin [81]. (B) The carbon fiber microelectrode based CIVT device [82].
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4. Conclusion and future perspectives

In terms of basic application, CIVT equipment for target substances
can realize the monitoring of diseases, the evaluation of the health status
of the human body and the therapeutic effect of drugs. The development
of today's equipment makes it possible to monitor many target sub-
stances, which further broadens the application scope and potential of
CIVT equipment. Further, CIVT equipment also provides huge opportu-
nities for basic scientific research, including research on the pathogenesis
of diseases, research on the mechanism of changes in physiological
functions, and guidance on targeted drug use.

But there are still a lot of problems with current devices that need to
be solved before this new class of devices can actually hit the market and
revolutionize every aspect of personalized medicine. Some of our
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perspectives on the remaining challenges and future directions are as
follows:

(1) Recognition probe: The first issue, and the most important, is the
specificity of the device when the sensor detects targets in vivo.
Due to the complex environment and many interfering substances
in the body, non-specific adsorption is an unavoidable problem for
many CIVT devices. For targets detected without probes, their
presence can be known from redox reactions at specific voltages.
However, substances that can react at similar voltages clearly
interfere with their detection. For target substances that require
probes for detection, the probes will also bind to certain sub-
stances similar in structure to them, resulting in false positive
reactions. From a granular perspective, this seems inevitable.



Table 3
A list of the commercialized devices.

Company, product Body fluid Detection time Approval stage Targets website

Freestyle Libre 3, Abbott, Inc. Interstitial fluid 14 Days FDA approved Glucose https://www.freestylelibre.us/
Dexcom G6 CGM, Dexcom, Inc. Interstitial fluid 10 Days FDA approved Glucose https://www.dexcom.com/
DHD-6000, Donghwa,Inc Contact with skin power supply CFDA approved heart rate http://www.donghuayuan.com/
BPBIO 750, Biospace Co., Ltd Contact with skin Power supply CFDA approved Blood pressure http://www.inbody.com
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However, the discovery of aptamers gave researchers some light.
Extremely stable chemical properties and super specificity make it
more and more popular. This trend is also reflected from the
previous introduction of this article: even for targets that do not
need probes for detection, researchers have turned to the explo-
ration and use of corresponding aptamers for detection. We deeply
believe that the broad adaptability and potential future of
aptamers will enable the continuous development and improve-
ment of in vivo detection equipment.

(2) Contamination: Another concern is the contamination of the de-
vice in the body. This is reflected in two aspects, the first is the
pollution of the equipment to the human body. Continuous in vivo
detection equipment needs to be implanted into the human body
to detect target substances in body fluids. Therefore, the human
body's rejection of the device and infection need to be taken into
account. Generally speaking, implantable devices are first
designed to minimize harm to the human body, so their shape
should be smooth and the size should be minimized without
compromising performance. The substrate of the device itself
should also be biocompatible, and the current devices including
silicon-based, carbon-based, etc. perform well in this regard. In
addition, it should be noted that the contamination of the equip-
ment by human body fluids will greatly limit the sustainable
detection time of the equipment. Many devices today basically
have a continuous detection time of tens of hours to several days,
which is usually caused by the contamination of the device by
bodily fluids. For example, the physical adsorption of blood cells,
red blood cells, etc. in the blood in the device reduces the sensi-
tivity of the device. Degradation of aptamers by nucleases causes
the device to lose its detection capability, among other things.
This requires researchers to take into account the effects of the
body fluid environment in which they are located when devel-
oping the device. For example, select nanomaterials with strong
chemical stability and are not easy to adsorb impurities, add filter
membranes to the equipment, and modify the aptamers to prevent
them from being affected by nucleases.

(3) Fabrication: The manufacture of most CIVT devices still requires
extremely cumbersome processes. This is because in vivo testing
does have higher requirements. For example, sometimes it is
necessary to penetrate the skin or skull, so the device needs to
have a strong rigidity. The electrical conductivity of the internal
environment is very poor, and there are higher requirements for
the electrical conductivity of the device, and so on. However, all
kinds of cumbersome processes do affect the cost and use
threshold of CIVT equipment. Ideally, we hope that the device is
easy to fabricated with low cost to meet the needs of the market.
There have also been some new attempts, such as the use of car-
bon fiber microelectrodes, to make the preparation process sim-
ple. Or using new substrate materials with better performance and
lower cost. This trend is to be encouraged. Further research should
also consider this aspect, that is, while having strong performance,
the fabrication process should be as simple as possible and the cost
should be reduced as much as possible.

(4) Integration of CIVT devices with portable analysis equipment: The
last problem is that many of the current continuous in-body
testing equipment is still a frontend testing component. They
may be able to perform precise, continuous monitoring of some
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targets, but they cannot escape their reliance on large chemical
analysis stations. This has a huge impact on their industrial
application. Limited by large chemical stations, their applications
can only be limited to hospitals, research institutes and other
places with corresponding instruments, and cannot form a wide
range of applications [83]. We believe that continuous in-vivo
detection devices can revolutionize and change personalized
medicine, but before that, they should be applied to personalized
medicine first. Therefore, continuous in-body detection equip-
ment should be combined with portable analysis equipment, so
that the real-time monitoring characteristics of continuous
in-body detection can be fully utilized. The portable analysis de-
vice can send real-time monitoring results to the doctor through
the Bluetooth component for analysis. In addition, it can also be
turned into a wearable device through a watch strap or other
convenient fixing means.

Successful outcomes from these efforts will result in even better
performing CIVT devices. Finally, it will become the best choice for
residents to monitor their own health status at home and promote the
research on disease mechanism, and fundamentally change personalized
medical treatment. The ultimate purpose of CIVT is to monitor the ex-
istence of any target substance we need to know in real time through a
system with less resource consumption and complete functions, and
make the research on the mechanism andmedication of complex diseases
more convenient and accurate. We firmly believe that CIVT device can
fulfill all expectations in the future. At present, there are already some
commercially available CIVT devices. We refer to the previous literature
to list and summarize the commercialized devices [84]. As shown in
Table 3, they achieved excellent results in disease monitoring and patient
health monitoring. We believe that more and more CIVT devices tar-
geting different markers will make a great contribution to the industry
and the sensor market as research continues to deepen.
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